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Learning Mastery Games from NewPath Learning 

 
I am one GINORMOUS fan of playing games to learn and reinforce lessons. Students remember those 

games for life referring to those memories to pull some fact out of what appears to be thin air to impress 

someone. How did you know that?  You learned that in school and actually remembered it? See, told 

you, it is impressive. 

 

This is why I adore the Curriculum Mastery Games NewPath Learning has created. The games GROW 

with students throughout the year in every single subject.  Each set contains double-sided LAMINATED 

game boards, complete with game pieces and number generators in a super sturdy box that will last for 

years, along with 750 content based question/answer cards. 

 

 
 

Imagine the time it would take you to create just one game with several dozen questions, purchase the 

card stock, print, laminate, and then cut. Then you’ll have to create at least one game board which 

means that maybe 6 students could participate. NewPath created and includes NUMEROUS double 

sided game boards that are very different. The beauty is that any set of game cards may be used on 

any of the game boards provided. 
 

Here at Penniless Teacher World-Wide Headquarters, arriving shipments are always exciting. Several 

times throughout the week, our professional student testers (my nephew and niece) arrival means 

slamming doors accompanied by little feet running to the NEW shipment area (aka: the corner of the 

living room). After the initial bubble popping is over, testers debate and decide which item will be the 

first test item. The variety of games NewPath Learning sent us kept us busy for hours! 
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We received the Curriculum Mastery Games 5th Grade Science. The testers are in grades 4 and 2 but 

were ready to sit down to give this grade 5 science game set a try. What mattered to them was that 

they were actually playing a game for older students and wanted to take it to school for their fellow 

classmates to try. Look at these game boards! Colorful, engaging, and just plain FUN! The most 

interesting for them was the skeleton of a cat. The resident household felines were not particularly 

happy as we tried to find each bone in their bodies! YIKES! 

 

 
NewPath Learning has gone over and above gathering a team of teachers to write the research-

based, standards specific Common Core and Next Gen Science questions included for each grade 

level and subject area. The four core subjects are covered, Science, Math, Language Arts and Social 

Studies from Grade 1 and up. 

 

Thanks NewPath Learning for providing Curriculum Mastery Learning Center Games and samples used 

to create this post. 


